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Based on extensive field work involving the leading figures of the diverse Syrian
National Coalition, an umbrella initiative of opposition groups fighting against the
Assad regime, this study critically evaluates the challenges ahead as well as the
inherent opportunities for the post-conflict era in Syria.
"The recent decision on the part of the Gulf states to provide political, logistical,
financial, and military support to the Syrian opposition, represented politically by
the Syrian National Coalition, represents a significant shift from its historical
policy towards the regime in Damascus. Prior to 2009, the Gulf sates, led by
Saudi Arabia and Qatar, were providing support to the Assad regime in the form
of financial investment in order to promote a policy of Arab solidarity that was
largely designed to prevent Syria from building close relations with Iran.
However, months after the Arab Spring began, Syrian opposition began receiving
military support from Riyadh and Doha. This thesis explores the reasons behind
this shift by closely examining the decision-making and policy processes that led
to the new policy vis-à-vis Syria on the part of the Gulf states. This study explores
the factors behind this policy change through the lens of three prominent theories
in international relations: neorealism, constructivism, and the political economy
approach associated with World Systems Theory. To evaluate the utility of
neorealist approaches in understanding the shift in the Gulf states' policy towards
Damascus, this study examines the content and analyzes the relevance of a
series of cables from Wikileaks, spanning from 2006 to the present. To study the
pervasion of constructivist influence, religious sermons (khutbahs) of Gulf Imams
in the period before and after the onset of conflict in Syria are examined. In order
to shed light on the economic factors that may be associated with the new GulfSyria policy, this thesis examines the relationship between the volatility of
international energy markets, rentier politics, and the competitions between
regional actors over two pipeline projects designed to run through Syrian territory:
one initiated by Iran and the other by its regional rivals, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
Turkey. The study finds that the decision-making process associated with the
Gulf's new Syria policy has been shaped by a combination of factors. These
include the strategic and security concerns of Gulf states related to the rising
influence of Iran in the region, the crucial role played by Sunni-Islam as a
legitimating ideology, and the economic benefits that Saudi Arabia and Qatar
would potentially receive with the emergence of a Gulf-friendly regime in Syria. In
conclusion, any evaluation of this new Gulf-Syria policy through strictly
dichotomous applications of neorealism, constructivism, and political economy
provide an incomplete picture. Instead, this study shows that this shift was a
result of a mix of motives and factors, and that key conceptual insights from all
three theoretical approaches should be combined in a synthesis so as to more
fully understand the Gulf's new Syria policy." -This book argues that the Arab Spring brought to the forefront numerous societal,
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political, and historical problems in the Middle East that scholars and practitioners
throughout the 20th century and into the 21st century have continually glossed
over or reduced in their analysis and analytical frameworks when studying the
Middle East. These include the prevalent and persistent impact of Islam on
political life, an impact of transnational and subnational identities, including sect,
tribe, and regional identity, as well as the overuse of the state as the fundamental
unit of analysis when studying the region. As a result, this book asserts that
primordial identities including religion, sect, and tribe have, and will continue to
have, a significant impact on the conduct of politics in the Middle East.
This book proposes a new means of identifying how Greek and Syrian identities
were expressed in the Hellenistic and Roman Near East.
Since the Arab Spring, Arab states have become the new front line in the
struggle for democratization and for open societies. The experience of other
regions has shown that one of the most significant challenges facing
democratization concerns the rights of ethnic minorities, yet this issue has largely
been ignored, even suppressed, in the Arab world. This volume explores the
obstacles to multiculturalism and minority rights in the region, including the
history ofEuropean manipulation of minority politics. But it also explores the
prospects for new forms of multicultural citizenship to emerge. The essays
include both broad theoretical and historical discussions as well as focused case
studies.
Challenging the commonly held perception that immigrants' lives are shaped
exclusively by their sending and receiving countries, Here, There, and Elsewhere
breaks new ground by showing how immigrants are vectors of globalization who
both produce and experience the interconnectedness of societies—not only the
societies of origin and destination, but also, the societies in places beyond.
Tahseen Shams posits a new concept for thinking about these places that are
neither the immigrants' homeland nor hostland—the "elsewhere." Drawing on rich
ethnographic data, interviews, and analysis of the social media activities of South
Asian Muslim Americans, Shams uncovers how different dimensions of the
immigrants' ethnic and religious identities connect them to different elsewheres in
places as far-ranging as the Middle East, Europe, and Africa. Yet not all places in
the world are elsewheres. How a faraway foreign land becomes salient to the
immigrant's sense of self depends on an interplay of global hierarchies,
homeland politics, and hostland dynamics. Referencing today's 24-hour news
cycle and the ways that social media connects diverse places and peoples at the
touch of a screen, Shams traces how the homeland, hostland, and elsewhere
combine to affect the ways in which immigrants and their descendants
understand themselves and are understood by others.
Explores the articulation of identity in the context of popular uprisings in the
Middle East, going beyond a focus on the Arab Spring
The Crisis of Citizenship in the Arab World provides crucial insights into the
current political, social and cultural crisis in the Middle East and North Africa by
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analysing histories, concepts, and practices of citizenship and the mechanisms
that undermined them.
Offering an authoritative study of the plural religious landscape in modern Syria and of
the diverse Christian and Muslim communities that have cohabited the country for
centuries, this volume considers a wide range of cultural, religious and political issues
that have impacted the interreligious dynamic, putting them in their local and wider
context. Combining fieldwork undertaken within government-held areas during the
Syrian conflict with critical historical and Christian theological reflection, this research
makes a significant contribution to understanding Syria’s diverse religious landscape
and the multi-layered expressions of Christian-Muslim relations. It discusses the
concept of sectarianism and how communal dynamics are crucial to understanding
Syrian society. The complex wider issues that underlie the relationship are examined,
including the roles of culture and religious leadership; and it questions whether the
analytical concept of sectarianism is adequate to describe the complex communal
frameworks in the Middle Eastern context. Finally, the study examines the contributions
of contemporary Eastern Christian leaders to interreligious discourse, concluding that
the theology and spirituality of Eastern Christianity, inhabiting the same cultural
environment as Islam, is uniquely placed to play a major role in interreligious dialogue
and in peace-making. The book offers an original contribution to knowledge and
understanding of the changing Christian-Muslim dynamic in Syria and the region. It
should be a key resource to students, scholars and readers interested in religion,
current affairs and the Middle East.
The question of belonging has formed the basis of the political, religious and cultural
tensions in Lebanon, to the point that sectarian conflict on the country's future
contributed significantly to the outbreak of civil war in 1975. This book focuses on the
development of the Phoenician-Lebanese movement that struggled against the
hegemonic status of Arabic language and culture. The Phoenician-Lebanese were a
predominantly Maronite Christian group who attempted to remove themselves from the
Muslim and Arab world throughout the twentieth century. Their demands for selfdefinition as a nation and their desire to establish their own culture were rooted in the
concept of their ancient Phoenician past. Basilius Bawardi examines four prominent
authors who formed the basis on which all engaged so-called Phoenician literature was
built: Sharl Qurm, Sa'id 'Aql, Mayy Murr and Muris 'Awwad. The literary corpus of these
writers was a critical component of the political activity that strove to distinguish the
native Lebanese inhabitants from their Arab-Muslim neighbours.Studying these authors'
works in both a literary and historical way, Bawardi shows how language was used to
promote a specific political agenda and identifies the strong connections between
language, literature and nation building. As well as revealing the nationalist struggle as
it emerges in prose and poetry, the book discusses the history and formation of modern
day Lebanon and why language and literature are so crucial for members of a national
minority.
While there has been a shift in security studies from the security of states to that of
people, realpolitik still takes place under the banner of an emerging discourse of
"refugee crisis." Located at the intersection of security studies and refugee scholarship,
this book is both a process and a product. It explores the multi-leveled sites of refugee
security construction and policy translation that play an instrumental role in informing
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how Syrian refugee insecurity is engendered and experienced in the case of Lebanon.
It sheds light on how impromptu choices made by involved bodies—such as the
Lebanese government and the UNHCR—can significantly impact local realities, creating
a vicious cycle of Syrian refugee insecurities.
By engaging with recent developments in the study of empires, this book examines how
inhabitants of Roman imperial Syria reinvented expressions and experiences of Greek,
Roman and Syrian identification. It demonstrates how the organization of Greek
communities and a peer polity network extending citizenship to ethnic Syrians
generated new semiotic frameworks for the performance of Greekness and Syrianness.
Within these, Syria's inhabitants reoriented and interwove idioms of diverse cultural
origins, including those from the Near East, to express Greek, Roman and Syrian
identifications in innovative and complex ways. While exploring a vast array of written
and material sources, the book thus posits that Greekness and Syrianness were
constantly shifting and transforming categories, and it critiques many assumptions that
govern how scholars of antiquity often conceive of Roman imperial Greek identity,
ethnicity and culture in the Roman Near East, and processes of 'hybridity' or similar
concepts.
The Contested Origins of the 1865 Arabic Bible examines the history of a translation
begun by American missionaries within the changing social context of late Ottoman
Syria, and utilized an international network of scholars working on textual manuscripts
of the Bible.
The Ottoman Syrians - residents of modern Syria and Lebanon - formed the first Arabicspeaking Evangelical Church in the region. This book offers a fresh narrative of the
encounters of this minority Protestant community with American missionaries, Eastern
churches and Muslims at the height of the Nahda, from 1860 to 1915. Drawing on rare
Arabic publications, it challenges historiography that focuses on Western male actors.
Instead it shows that Syrian Protestant women and men were agents of their own
history who sought the salvation of Syria while adapting and challenging missionary
teachings. These pioneers established a critical link between evangelical religiosity and
the socio-cultural currents of the Nahda, making possible the literary and educational
achievements of the American Syrian Mission and transforming Syrian society in ways
that still endure today.
In Kurdish Identity, Islamism, and Ottomanism: The Making of a Nation in Kurdish
Journalistic Discourse (1898-1914), Deniz Ekici argues that the Kurdish periodicals of
the late Ottoman period served as a communicative space in which Kurdish
intellectuals constructed, negotiated, and disseminated an unambiguous Kurdish ethnic
nationalism.
The Council of Chalcedon in 451 divided eastern Christianity, with those who were later
called Syrian Orthodox among the Christians in the near eastern provinces who refused
to accept the decisions of the council. These non-Chalcedonians (still better known
under the misleading term Monophysites) separated from the church of the empire after
Justin I attempted to enforce Chalcedon in the East in 518. Volker L. Menze historicizes
the formation of the Syrian Orthodox Church in the first half of the sixth century. This
volume covers the period from the accession of Justin to the second Council of
Constantinople in 553. Menze begins with an exploration of imperial and papal policy
from a non-Chalcedonian, eastern perspective, then discusses monks, monasteries
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and the complex issues surrounding non-Chalcedonian church life and sacraments.
The volume concludes with a close look at the working of "collective memory" among
the non-Chalcedonians and the construction of a Syrian Orthodox identity. This study is
a histoire évènementielle of actual religious practice, especially concerning the
Eucharist and the diptychs, and of ecclesiastical and imperial policy which modifies the
traditional view of how emperors (and in the case of Theodora: empresses) ruled the
late Roman/early Byzantine empire. By combining this detailed analysis of secular and
ecclesiastical politics with a study of long-term strategies of memorialization, the book
also focuses on deep structures of collective memory on which the tradition of the
present Syrian Orthodox Church is founded.
Since the beginning of 2011, the political situation in Syria has consistently found itself
at the top of news broadcasts, newspaper headlines and the agendas of politicians.
Little known, however, has been the struggle of the Kurds in Syria to have their voice
heard on the political stage and to have equitable access to both economic and political
resources. This examination of contemporary Kurdish politics in Syria therefore
concentrates on the Syrian-Kurdish political parties which operate illegally in the
country. It is these parties and their political leaders, such as Abd -al-Hakim Bashar of
the Kurdish Democratic Party in Syria and Abd al- Hamid Darwish of the Kurdish
Democratic Progressive Party in Syria, who, despite state sanctions, have attempted to
promote their political agendas and to bring about change for the approximately three
million Kurds that currently reside in the country. Harriet Allsopp examins Kurdish
political parties, how they have tried to negotiate their illegality and how they have
developed since 1957 when the first one was established. BY 1960, all political parties
were banned, and the Kurds found themselves under increased political pressure from
the central state. From 1960 until the present day, this prohibition has been the official
position of successive Syrian governments, despite a brief political opening upon the
accession of Bashar al-Asad in 2000. It is through a systematic analysis of the history
of Kurdish political parties that Allsopp highlights how, on the eve of the Syrian uprising,
they were in the midst of a crisis, widely seen as ineffectual and out of touch.
Nevertheless, out of the uprising, Kurdish politics has appeared to take on a much more
cohesive and effective character. The Kurds of Syria eplores the fundamental issues of
minority identity and the concept of being 'stateless' in a turbulent region, as well as the
organisation of political parties in Syria, making it vital for all those researching the
politics of the modern Middle East.
Cultural identity in the classical world is explored from a variety of angles.
The modern countries of the Middle East are generally assumed to have been created
when Britain and France cast lots for parts of the dismembered Ottoman Empire before,
during, and after World War II, says Zachs (Middle Eastern history, U. of Haifa), but she
argues that the roots of Syrian identity can be found in the 19th century and that its
emer
This volume presents the results of the Leiden project on the identity formation of the
Syrian Orthodox Christians, which developed from a religious association into an ethnic
community. A number of specialists react to the findings and discuss the cases of the
East Syrians, Armenians, Copts, and Ethiopians.
The Nahda (lit. 'the Awakening') was one of the most significant cultural movements in
modern Arab history. By focusing on the neglected role of women in the intellectual
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Islamic renaissance of the late Ottoman Period, Fruma Zachs and Sharon Halevi
provide a refreshingly interdisciplinary exploration of gender and culture in the Arab
World. Focusing mainly on Greater Syria, this book re-examines the cultural byproducts of the Nahda - such as scientific debates, journal articles, essays, short stories
and novels - and provides a new framework for rethinking the dynamics of cultural and
social change in what today we know as Syria and Lebanon. The lasting impact of the
Nahda is given an innovative and thoroughly unique interpretation, providing an
indispensable perspective to studying the nuanced roles of the construction and
development of gender ideologies in the nineteenth century Middle East. The authors
explore contemporary ideas concerning modern gender roles in the Middle East, and
the extent to which these emerged in nineteenth-century Greater Syria. How were
these ideas incorporated into daily lives, consumer patterns and cultural activities? Was
class a determining factor in the creation of gender relations in the Muslim world? How
were the subjectivities of gender moulded and articulated in fictional and non-fictional
texts? The authors delineate both the evolution of a discourse on gender as well the
"real-life" activities of men and women as writers, readers and participants in
philanthropic and cultural societies, literary salons and educational enterprises. This
book reemphasizes the position of the Nahda in the worlds of Damascus, Aleppo and
Beirut as an innovative, deeply influential, and significant socio-cultural and political
movement in its own right, which played a major role in shaping modern Arab culture,
worldviews and self-perception. Zachs and Halevi here provide a new framework for
rethinking the dynamics of cultural and social change, and present a groundbreaking
new interpretation of the cumulative impact of the Nahda on gender perception in the
late Ottoman Period.
This book deals with the ongoing processes of migration and boundary-(re)making in
Europe and other parts of the world.
'Given the over-generalization and abstraction in the analysis of the state, Delatolla's
archival analysis of Lebanon and Syria is needed and welcome. He also guides us
through the widespread phenomenon of state failure when many Global South
countries mimic the made-in-Europe "standard of civilization" template.' --Bahgat
Korany, Professor, Department of Political Science, The American University in Cairo,
Egypt 'This highly original study is part of a wave of scholarship in the fields of Middle
East studies, political science and international relations, that pushes these disciplines
beyond their intellectually rigid and outdated boundaries. Standing on the shoulders of
post-colonial and post-structuralist thinkers, Delatolla has brought together academic,
extensive archival and governmental records to extract the colonial and imperial
legacies embedded in state-based frameworks for organizing human societies. While a
study of the intellectual coloniality reproduced in Lebanon and Syria, Delatollas strong
analysis of power and critical framework is key to examining similar Eurocentric and
state-centric models of governance in other Middle Eastern contexts.' --Shourideh C.
Molavi, Senior Lecturer, Department of Urban Studies, University of Basel, Switzerland,
and Lead Israel-Palestine Researcher, Forensic Architecture This book argues that the
modern state, from the nineteenth century to the contemporary period, has consistently
been used as a means to measure civilizational engagement and attainment. This
volume historicizes this dynamic, examining how it impacted state-making in Lebanon
and Syria. By putting social, political, and economic pressure on the Ottoman Empire to
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replicate the modern state in Europe, the book examines processes of racialization,
nationalist development, continued imperial expansion, and resistance that became
embedded in the state as it was assembled. By historicizing post-imperial and postcolonial state formation in Lebanon and Syria, it is possible to engage in a conceptual
separation from the modern state, abandoning the ongoing reproduction of the state as
a standard, or benchmark, of civilization and progress. Andrew Delatolla is Lecturer in
Middle Eastern Studies in the School of Languages, Cultures and Societies at the
University of Leeds, UK.
This book is devoted to the life and academic legacy of Mustafa Badawi who
transformed the study of Modern Arabic Literature in the second half of the 20th
century.

In its last decade, the Ottoman Empire underwent a period of dynamic reform,
and the 1908 revolution transformed the empire's 20 million subjects into citizens
overnight. Questions quickly emerged about what it meant to be Ottoman, what
bound the empire together, what role religion and ethnicity would play in politics,
and what liberty, reform, and enfranchisement would look like. Ottoman Brothers
explores the development of Ottoman collective identity, tracing how Muslims,
Christians, and Jews became imperial citizens together. In Palestine, even
against the backdrop of the emergence of the Zionist movement and Arab
nationalism, Jews and Arabs cooperated in local development and local
institutions as they embraced imperial citizenship. As Michelle Campos reveals,
the Arab-Jewish conflict in Palestine was not immanent, but rather it erupted in
tension with the promises and shortcomings of "civic Ottomanism."
Based on unprecedented access to Kurdish-governed areas of Syria, including
exclusive interviews with administration officials and civilian surveys, this book
sheds light on the socio-political landscape of this minority group and the various
political factions vying to speak for them. The first English-language book to
capture the momentous transformations that have occurred since 2011, the
authors move beyond idealized images of Rojava and the Kurdish PYD
(Democratic Union Party) to provide a nuanced assessment of the Kurdish
autonomous experience and the prospects for self-rule in Syria. The book draws
on unparalleled field research, as well as analysis of the literature on the
evolution of Kurdish politics and the Syrian war. You will understand why the
PYD-led project in Syria split the Kurdish political movement and how other
representative structures amongst Syria's Kurds fared. Emerging clearly are the
complex range of views about pre-existing, current and future governance
structures.
The book takes a close look at the origins and development of the Syrian identity,
during the 18th and 19th centuries, through the role of Christian Arab intellectuals
and merchants, Ottomans and American missionaries. It examines its
background, stages of evolution, and components.
Explores five centuries of changing attitudes toward children and childhood in the
Ottoman Empire. Ottoman attitudes towards children - on the part of adults,
religious institutions and the state - from the 15th to the early 20th century are
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explored in this volume. Specialists in the social history of the Ottoman Empire as
a whole, in regions ranging from Anatolia, through the Arab provinces to the
Balkans, respond to recent theoretical calls to recognise children as active
agents in history. Divided into five thematic sections (concepts of childhood,
family interrelationships, children outside family circles, children's bodies, and
education) the volume covers the social and political structure of the Ottoman
Empire through the innovative prism of children as social agents who are shaped
by but also shape society, rather than being the passive recipients of their social
environment. Key features -Includes data on Christian, Jewish and Muslim
children that shed light on differences and commonalities in family structures and
communities -Covers a broad geographic area including Ottoman Romania,
Bulgaria, Rumelia, Greece, Bosnia, Syria, Palestine and Istanbul -Paves the way
for new directions in research on the history of children and childhood in the
Ottoman Empire -Features a Preface by Suraiya Faroqhi, an introductory chapter
by Colin Heywood, and includes 8 tables, 8 graphs, 9 illustrations and a glossary
of key terms Gülay Y?lmaz is Associate Professor at Akdeniz University. She
published articles and book chapters on the recruitment process of dev?irmes,
the janissary involvement on the urban culture, and economy of seventeenthcentury Istanbul. Fruma Zachs is Professor at the University of Haifa. She is the
author of The Making of a Syrian Identity: Intellectuals and Merchants in 19thCentury Beirut (2005). She published several articles on cultural and social
history of the nahda in Greater Syria.
Yassin al-Haj Saleh is a leftist dissident who spent sixteen years as a political
prisoner and now lives in exile. He describes with precision and fervour the
events that led to Syria’s 2011 uprising, the metamorphosis of the popular
revolution into a regional war, and the ‘three monsters’ Saleh sees ‘treading on
Syria’s corpse’: the Assad regime and its allies, ISIS and other jihadists, and
Russia and the US. Where conventional wisdom has it that Assad’s army is now
battling religious fanatics for control of the country, Saleh argues that the
emancipatory, democratic mass movement that ignited the revolution still exists,
though it is beset on all sides. The Impossible Revolution is a powerful,
compelling critique of Syria’s catastrophic war, which has profoundly reshaped
the lives of millions of Syrians.
Tracing local trajectories of conflict, Mazur explains how the Syrian uprising
became a civil war fought largely along ethnic lines.
Preface p. vii 1 Introduction: The Analytical Framework Raymond Hinnebusch p.
1 2 The Middle East Regional System Raymond Hinnebusch p. 29 3 The Impact
of the International System on the Middle East B.A. Roberson p. 55 4 The
Challenge of Security in the Post--Gulf War Middle East System Nadia El-Shazly
and Raymond Hinnebusch p. 71 5 The Foreign Policy of Egypt Raymond
Hinnebusch p. 91 6 The Foreign Policy of Israel Clive Jones p. 115 7 The
Foreign Policy of Syria Raymond Hinnebusch p. 141 8 The Foreign Policy of Iraq
Charles Tripp p. 167 9 The Foreign Policy of Saudi Arabia F. Gregory Gause III
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p. 193 10 The Foreign Policy of Libya Tim Niblock p. 213 11 The Foreign Policy
of Tunisia Emma C. Murphy p. 235 12 The Foreign Policy of Yemen Fred
Halliday p. 257 13 The Foreign Policy of Iran Anoushiravan Ehteshami p. 283 14
The Foreign Policy of Turkey Philip Robins p. 311 15 Conclusion: Patterns of
Policy Anoushiravan Ehteshami and Raymond Hinnebusch p. 335 Glossary p.
351 Bibliography p. 355 The Contributors p. 365 Index p. 369 About the Book p.
381.
Abstract: This research takes a social constructivist approach in order to analyze
how identity is used as a political tool, leading to the current civil war in Syria.
Identity plays a great role in the political scene in Syria ever since the French
Mandate, in which the state was broken into an ethnofederal system.
Subsequently the French employed a divide and conquer tactic in order to
prevent the unity of Syria therefore making it easier to establish control. Later on,
after multiple coups, Hafiz Al-Assad rose to power along with a select group of
trusted individuals from his family, tribe, and sect. He then proceeded to create a
system whereby the minority Alawites ruled the country. Despite his use of PanArabism, as a means of uniting the country behind a Ba'th ideology which
advocated equality amongst the sects, he ensured that the state's coercive
apparatuses remained loyal to the Alawite regime. His son, Bashar Al-Assad, did
not change the system in place and he actually reinforced. Both Hafiz and
Bashar used identity through framing the situation as either an Alawite regime or
a radical Islamist regime, therefore gaining the support of other minorities.
Furthermore, both used favoritism policies enabling a select few Sunnis and
other sects to gain economic privileges even though such a tactic caused
resentment within sects and between the different sects. The Arab Spring has
provided an opportunity for the local identities to be reactivated. Years of political
maneuvering have resulted in a conflict which evolved into a sectarian conflict
driven by anger, fear and resentment. The collapse of the Syrian state has
caused a fall of the patronage networks, thus reinforcing the individual reliance
on the local identity for basic services. This conflict has been further exacerbated
through the involvement of international powers fighting a proxy war as a means
of furthering their own interests through aiding certain groups and thus creating
an imbalance in the political scene.
Through careful historical and ethnographic research and extensive use of local
scholarly works, this book provides a persuasive and careful analysis of the production
of knowledge in Central Asia. The author demonstrates that classical theories of
science and society are inadequate for understanding the science project in Central
Asia. Instead, a critical understanding of local science is more appropriate. In the
region, the professional and political ethos of Marxism-Leninism was incorporated into
the logic of science on the periphery of the Soviet empire. This book reveals that
science, organizes and constructed by Soviet rule, was also defined by individual
efforts of local scientists. Their work to establish themselves ‘between Marx and the
market’ is therefore creating new political economies of knowledge at the edge of the
scientific world system.
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Turkey now hosts the largest number of Syrian refugees in the world, more than 3.6
million of the 12.7 million displaced by the Syrian Civil War. Many of them are subject to
an unpredictable temporary protection, forcing them to live under vulnerable and
insecure conditions. The Precarious Lives of Syrians examines the three dimensions of
the architecture of precarity: Syrian migrants' legal status, the spaces in which they live
and work, and their movements within and outside Turkey. The difficulties they face
include restricted access to education and healthcare, struggles to secure employment,
language barriers, identity-based discrimination, and unlawful deportations. Feyzi
Baban, Suzan Ilcan, and Kim Rygiel show that Syrians confront their precarious
conditions by engaging in cultural production and community-building activities, and by
undertaking perilous journeys to Europe, allowing them to claim spaces and citizenship
while asserting their rights to belong, to stay, and to escape. The authors draw on
migration policies, legal and scholarly materials, and five years of extensive field
research with local, national, and international humanitarian organizations, and with
Syrians from all walks of life. The Precarious Lives of Syrians offers a thoughtful and
compelling analysis of migration precarity in our contemporary context.
Shibley Telhami and Michael Barnett, together with experts on Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, and Syria, explore how the formation and transformation of national and state
identities affect the foreign policy behavior of Middle Eastern states.
In this fascinating study, Carol Hakim presents a new and original narrative on the
origins of the Lebanese national idea. Hakim’s study reconsiders conventional
accounts that locate the origins of Lebanese nationalism in a distant legendary past and
then trace its evolution in a linear and gradual manner. She argues that while some of
the ideas and historical myths at the core of Lebanese nationalism appeared by the midnineteenth century, a coherent popular nationalist ideology and movement emerged
only with the establishment of the Lebanese state in 1920. Hakim reconstructs the
complex process that led to the appearance of fluid national ideals among members of
the clerical and secular Lebanese elite, and follows the fluctuations and variations of
these ideals up until the establishment of a Lebanese state. The book is an essential
read for anyone interested in the evolution of nationalism in the Middle East and
beyond.
The ‘Syria idea’ emerged in the nineteenth century as a concept of national
awakening superseding both Arab nationalism and separatist currents. Looking at
nationalist movements, ideas and individuals, this book traces the origin and
development of the idea of Syrian nationhood from the perspective of some of its
leading pioneers. Providing a highly original comparative insight into the struggle for
independence and sovereignty in post-1850 Syria, it addresses some of the most
persistent questions about the development of this nationalism. Chapters by eminent
scholars from within and outside of the region offer a comprehensive study of individual
Syrian writers and activists caught in a whirlwind of uncertainty, competing ideologies,
foreign interference, and political suppression. A valuable addition to the present
scholarship on nationalism in the Middle East, this book will be of interest to many
professionals as well as to scholars of history, Middle East studies and political science.
As a result of the formation of the modern Turkish state, nationalist narratives of the
Ottoman Empire's collapse are commonplace. Remapping the Ottoman Middle East, on
the other hand, examines alternative and disparate routes to modernity during the
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nineteenth century. Pursuing a comparison of different regions of the empire, this book
demonstrates that the Ottoman imperial universe was shaped by three distinct and
simultaneous narratives: market relations in its coastal areas; imperial bureaucracy in
the cities of central Anatolia, Syria and Palestine; and Islamic trust networks in the
frontier regions of the Arabian Peninsula. In weaving together these localized
developments, Cem Emrence departs from narratives of state centralism and suggests
that a comprehensive way of understanding the late Ottoman world and its legacy
should start from exploring regionally-constituted and network-based historical
trajectories. Introducing a persuasive new model for understanding the late Ottoman
world, this book will be essential reading for historians of the Ottoman Empire.
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California
Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more.
When Nafir Suriyya—“The Clarion of Syria”—was penned between September 1860 and
April 1861, its author Butrus al-Bustani, a major figure in the modern Arabic
Renaissance, had witnessed his homeland undergo unprecedented violence in what
many today consider Lebanon’s first civil war. Written during Ottoman and European
investigations into the causes and culprits of the atrocities, The Clarion of Syria is both
a commentary on the politics of state intervention and social upheaval, and a set of
visions for the future of Syrian society in the wake of conflict. This translation makes a
key historical document accessible for the first time to an English audience. An
introduction by the translators sketches the history that led up to the civil strife in Mt.
Lebanon, outlines a brief biography of Butrus al-Bustani, and provides an authoritative
overview of the literary style and historiography of Nafir Suriyya. Rereading these
pamphlets in the context of today’s political violence, in war-torn Syria and elsewhere
in the Arab world, helps us gain a critical and historical perspective on sectarianism,
foreign invasions, conflict resolution, Western interventionism, and nationalist tropes of
reconciliation.
While conventional wisdom points to the Arab-Israeli War of 1967 as the gateway for
the founding of the first Arab American national political organization, such advocacy in
fact began with the Syrian nationalist movement, which emerged from immigration
trends at the turn of the last century. Bringing this long-neglected history to life, The
Making of Arab Americans overturns the notion of an Arab population that was too
diverse to share common goals. Tracing the forgotten histories of the Free Syria
Society, the New Syria Party, the Arab National League, and the Institute of Arab
American Affairs, the book restores a timely aspect of our understanding of an area
(then called Syria) that comprises modern-day Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, and
Palestine. Hani Bawardi examines the numerous Arab American political advocacy
organizations that thrived before World War I, showing how they influenced Syrian and
Arab nationalism. He further offers an in-depth analysis exploring how World War II
helped introduce a new Arab American identity as priorities shifted and the quest for
assimilation intensified. In addition, the book enriches our understanding of the years
leading to the Cold War by tracing both the Arab National League's transition to the
Institute of Arab American Affairs and new campaigns to enhance mutual
understanding between the United States and the Middle East. Illustrated with a wealth
of previously unpublished photographs and manuscripts, The Making of Arab
Americans provides crucial insight for contemporary dialogues.
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